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HIDDEN GALAXIES: BUT NOT FOR LONG
by
Mike Disney
ABSTRACT
Because the local sky is ten thousand times brighter than it is in Intergalactic Space it is almost
impossible for us to see much of the Low Surface Brightness Universe. But Surface Brightness selection
effects, at both ends of the SB range, are so very dramatic and non-intuitive that most astronomers struggle to
believe them. I will try to make those effects seem plausible and then show why galaxy clustering has misled
so many 21- cm. and QSOALS astronomers into misidentifying truly LSBGs with other more spectacular
sources such as L-star galaxies. But once one compounds all the conflicting evidence together it is possible to
argue that the odds on Hidden Galaxies significantly outnumbering the visible ones are as high as a million to
one. There are ways to unveil this Hidden Universe, but it won’t be straightforward.

1.INTRODUCTION.
4
Because we live right next to a bright star the local sky is 10 times brighter than it would be
in intergalactic space so we can hardly be surprised if many cosmic structures, and in particular
galaxies, are hidden from sight. Nevertheless the Surface Brightness Selection Effects are so
dramatic, and so non-intuitive that most of us, especially seasoned observers, find them literally
incredible – an adjective we have chosen with care. Enlightenment follows only after astronomers
have been induced to repeat the Visibility calculations for themselves. In Section 2 we tempt them
into doing so by highlighting the Visibility Wigwam (VW) which argues that only galaxies with a
very narrow range of surface brightnesses (SBs) will be apparent to us.
Based largely on 21-cm. surveys there have been several rather persuasive claims that Hidden
Galaxies (HGs) cannot exist in any numbers. But these claims, it turns out, are based on two serious
misunderstandings, both perfectly natural. The first is that positional coincidence, and redshift
coincidence are independent clues when it comes to making optical identifications of HI sources.
Such however is the degree of clustering among galaxies that it is simply not true, with the result
that many identifications of blind HI sources (and QSOALS) with bright optical counterparts are
unreliable. No single-dish 21-cm. blind survey can or will possess the physical resolution (10 kpc.
at any distance) to make reliable identifications. Likewise QSOALS identifications with the giant
hypothetical haloes of Luminous Giants are almost certainly wrong.
With that understood the only way to come to a sound conclusion about the existence of HGs
is to look at all the evidence, for and against, and weigh it in the balance. When we do so (Sect 8)
we find Odds of about a million to one on the proposition that HGs comfortably outnumber the
visible variety, and perhaps overwhelm them. That insight cannot but change our attitude to a
number of key cosmological issues such as the re-ionisation of the universe.
Finally we argue (Sect. 9) that with a little dogged savvy, we could, exploiting advances of
technology over the next decade, find unequivocal proof of the existence of this heretofore Hidden
Universe. How exciting.
N.B. This review is historical in that no work later than 2016 is included.
2 GALAXY VISIBILITY: THE WIGWAM DIAGRAM
Surface Brightness Selection Effects in galaxies are so dramatic and yet so counter-intuitive
that we have experienced enormous difficulty in believing them ourselves, let alone convincing
others. And yet without understanding these effects serious progress in galaxy research is scarcely
possible. At present the vast majority of galaxies, even nearby, remain undetected, and most will
remain so. Has there ever been a like situation in astronomy?
The only way to convince oneself of this is to plough through the calculations. But to make
that effort one has first to believe it will be worthwhile. So the modest ambition of this section is to
try and convince readers of the reality of the Visibility Wigwam (VW) – the extremely narrow
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range of Surface Brightnesses (SBs) within which galaxies will be optically detectable. Once that is
acknowledged many vistas open up.
To get into a given catalogue a galaxy must obey two independent criteria: it must appear
bright enough to exceed some limiting apparent magnitude yet appear large enough in angular size
to be detected as an extended object – that is to say its apparent angular diameter measured at some
specified isophotal level µc must exceed some catalogue limit.
If each galaxy is characterised by two parameters – absolute luminosity L and intrinsic SB μ
(mags./sq.arc sec.) then if we know μ(θ), the way the SB fades outward into the sky, one can
calculate dm the maximum distance at which it can lie and still obey the apparent-magnitude
criterion, and dθ the maximum distance at which it can lie and yet exceed the minimum angular-size
criterion. Both distances scale as L1/2 so one can set aside Luminosity as a simple scaling parameter
and investigate the more interesting dependencies of dm and dθ on Δμ the SB contrast between the
galaxy itself and the surrounding sky. Fig 1 illustrates schematically what happens for objects with
an exponentially declining SB distribution [i.e. most galaxies bar Giant Ellipticals]. The dashed line
shows (dm)3 [Visibility proportional to Volume is the significant measure] and the smooth line (dθ)3,
both as a function of Δμ (in magnitudes per sq arc sec). High SB (‘brilliant’) galaxies with large
contrast lie to the left, low SB (‘dim’) galaxies to the right.
What is going on? Consider the dashed line. At high enough SB virtually all of the galaxy’s
light lies above the catalogue µc and (dm)3 [its magnitude Visibility Vm] does not vary with
contrast so the line is flat. However as its SB is lowered [i.e. the galaxy moves to the right] so the
contrast drops and more of its light fades below the limiting measurable isophote µc and it appears
fainter and fainter until eventually even its core vanishes below the sky.
The smooth line Vθ [i.e. Size-Visibility (dθ)3] is more interesting. It has a narrow peak; at
high SB (to the left) the galaxy must be physically small, while towards the right it apparently
shrinks as more and more of its outermost light is dimmed below µc − until it vanishes altogether.
Since every detectable galaxy in the catalogue must obey both criteria they must all lie in the
shaded wigwam-shaped area beneath both smooth and dotted lines. Both Visibility lines plunge
steeply resulting in a narrow FWHM with a peak corresponding to optimum contrast Δμ(P). Higher
SB galaxies in region B lie above the smooth line and will appear too small in diameter to be seen at
any significant distance as galaxies while lower SB (dimmer) galaxies in region C will appear too
faint to be seen above the sky at any significant distance. Galaxies in region D are completely
submerged below the sky, even their cores being dimmer than the limiting isophote µc .

3

Fig 1 The Visibility Wigwam where the Visibility (i.e. relative volume in which a galaxy can lie and
be detected as such) is plotted against its SB contrast with the sky in schematic form. High SB
galaxies lie to the left, low SB ones to the right. All visible galaxies must lie below both the dotted
magnitude-visibility line and the solid size-visibility line and thus within the Wigwam. Gals. in region
B are too small to be recognized as such at any great distance, gals in region C too faint. Those in D
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lie totally below the sky. The FWHM of the Wigwam turns out to be only 2.5 mags: astronomers need
to convince themselves of this crucial fact.

There are two features of the Visibility Wigwam, neither intuitive, which result in it
dominating galaxy research. It is extremely narrow (2.5 mag. FWHM) while the effort needed to
escape out of it in the low SB direction is prohibitive (later). In the optical our view of the
extragalactic sky is dramatically blinkered. Of all the galaxies that might be out there we will see
only a minute fraction. But to convince themselves of this most astronomers will have to work
through the algebra for themselves; it is all in the literature.[See Note 1 for references].
3 MEASURES OF SURFACE BRIGHTNESS.
The numerous different measures of SB can be confusing. Definitions and conversion factors
between them can be found in Garcia-Appadoo et al. (2009) and Vals-Gebaud & Fang (2014). For
uniformity we will here stick to μ(B) measured in Blue magnitudes arc-sec-2 (Bμ’s) − traditionally
much used by galaxy astronomers. In that measure a dark sky at a good site has a SB ≈ 22.5 Bμ
[colour (B-V) =0.9], the sky at HST orbit is about a mag dimmer; at Full Moon the sky is about 18
Bμ while full daylight is about 3 Bμ. Two other useful numbers to note are that one solar
luminosity parsec.-2 ≈ 27 Bμ while a Zero apparent-mag. star produces ≈ 1600 photons sec-1Ang.1
cm.-2 in the B band.
It is illuminating to have some base-line value for SB – how dark could a cosmic sky
conceivably be in intergalactic space say? In an isotropic radiation field SB Iυ = cuυ / 4π where

uυ is the luminosity-density. Since the luminosity-density of Visible galaxies is about 108 Solar-

Luminosities Mpc.-3 (e.g. Blanton et al. 2003) that yields:
SB(Intergalactic Space) ≈ 32.5 Bμ

(1)

about 10 Mag. or 104 times dimmer than the terrestrial sky (22.5 Bμ). By cosmic standards our sky
is enormously bright and we cannot be surprised if much of the cosmos remains hidden beneath its
glow. Put in other words roughly 5000 photons a second enter the pupil of a human eye from the
area the size the Moon even on the darkest of nights at a dark site. The main components are
integrated starlight, atmospheric airglow, and zodiacal light (sunlight scattered off interplanetary
dust) – the fractions depending on sun-angle and time-after-dusk (e.g. Hänel et al. 2018, Mattilla &
Valsainan 2019). If they take the trouble to properly dark adapt (hours) and do not go to altitude
(lack of oxygen cripples night vision) humans can see fairly well in the dark. Thus from a sailing
boat 20 miles off the coast of Wales on a moonless night the Andromeda galaxy (μ(B) ≈ 22 )
appears as a spectacular glow 2 or more degrees across.
4 IMPRISONED BY LIGHT
However narrow the VW may be one might naturally suppose we could escape out of it on the
dim side − given sufficient effort. But the second shock here is to find that this is not so. We are
implacably imprisoned in our cell of light. Between them the high sky-brightness, the rarity of
galaxies in space and the expansion of the universe block off all avenues of escape. In this section
we try to show why this very hard-to-accept truth is so.
Although the shape of Fig 1 is correct it is not anchored in physical units of SB. To arrange
this we first have to define a single measure of any galaxies’ SB and we choose µ1/2 the SB of the
contour containing half its total light. This is neither completely unambiguous (especially for
LSBGs) nor perfect but no other single measure is better. We can then replace the abscissa of Fig 1
with a new contrast Δµ1/2 ≡ µc − µ1/2 .
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Fig.2 is the consequence. It shows that both exponential and Ellipticals have Wigwam
diagrams peaking at roughly 2 mag. brighter than µc but with the Elliptical Wigwam being broader
(FWHM = 4.2mag.) because of the sharp pip of light in Elliptical cores. Fig 2 is a remarkably
simple and revealing diagram illustrating just how closely all visible galaxies must huddle to the
sky.
What remains is to lock Fig 2 into physical SB coordinates; i.e. what is the SB in mag. arc-2
sec of µc the strong vertical line at contrast zero? If it is assumed (optimistically) that the
unevenness of the sky is mainly due to photon-statistics then µc can be established from counting
photons (Disney & Lang 2012). Thus for a ground-based CCD survey on a 2-3 metre class
telescope (dwell time ~ 103 secs):

µc ≈ µ sky (ground) + 5.8 m
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Fig 2. The Visibility (ordinate) diagram for all galaxies Exponential, Giant Elliptical or intermediate. Here
the SB of individual galaxies is characterised by µ1/2 their SB at the isophote containing half their total
light while their contrast is

Δµ1/2 ≡ µc − µ1/2

Since the SB value of

µc

(strong vertical line) can be

established from photon statistics (see text) this diagram, unlike Fig 1, can be anchored in physical SB
units.. The great advantage of the µ1/2 parameter is, as can be seen, that the Visibilities of Ellipticals (solid
line) and Exponentials (dotted) lie almost perfectly on top of one another, with the same peak at

Δµ1/2

≈
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+2 mag. but with the Elliptical Wigwam being broader (4.2 mag). In these units some dim galaxies with
negative contrasts (bottom right) can still be seen because their central peaks only lie above µc ; these we
call ‘Crouching Giants’ (e.g. Bothun 1).

while from Space (HST):

µc ≈ µ sky (Space) + 4.75 m
the difference being accounted for by the higher resolution in Space, and thus the much smaller
angular sizes of faint (HDF) galaxies.
So many insights follow from Fig. 2 that it is worth retaining in the mind’s eye. For instance
μ(P) the SB at the peak of the HDF should lie about 2 mag brighter than µc i.e. at:

µ1/2 (P) = µ sky (Space) + 4.75 − 2 = µ sky (Space) + 2.75mag.

which accords accurately with the observations (Disney & Lang 2012, Jones & Disney 1997).
[Where central SB’s µ0 are employed instead note that µ1/2 - µ0 = 1.8 mag. for Exponentials, 8.4
for Ellipticals.]
Because they lie almost perfectly on top of one another, although the Elliptical Wigwam is
broader [FWHM 4.2m as against 2.5m], that implies that intermediate and composite profiles will
also lie in the same place, so Fig 2 should fit all galaxies. Note that in these new horizontal SB units
galaxies can be found (just) dimmer than µc (the limiting isophote) in the bottom right corner of a
Wigwam because their central cores may still be detectable. We call these “Crouching Giants” – a
most spectacular example of which was discovered serendipitously by Bothun et al.(1987) when
they were surveying Virgo ( 1100 km. s-1) [‘Malin 1’ they dubbed it although its discovery owed
almost nothing to photography, so we rename it ‘Bothun 1’]. Examined spectroscopically one
apparent dwarf had emission lines at 25,000 km s-1 and when examined at that redshift at 21 cm.
was found to be a colossal LSB disc 200 kpc. across containing 20 times the HI of the Milky Way
(Bothun & Impey 1989). If placed at the distance of Andromeda such a spectacular Crouching
Giant would be 30 deg. across yet still, apart from the core, be buried under the sky. Its discovery
was one of the most remarkable feats in all of observational astronomy. Despite great efforts
nothing quite like it has been discovered since – but, given the accidental way in which it was
discovered, surely Bothun 1 cannot be unique.
If one makes the (optimistic) assumption that photon noise from the sky is the main
obstacle to finding dim extended objects it is possible to calculate the relative observing effort
required to find galaxies of given SB and Luminosity with a given optical telescope and detector.
Clearly the dimmer one wants to detect the larger in angular size the object has to
be. But large angular-size galaxies have to be nearby – and therefore very rare in the sky (only 2
Magellanic Clouds). So one is forced to survey a very large fraction of the sky to find them – a
nearly impossible requirement if, at the same time, one requires a long dwell-time per point to
overcome photon-statistics. We were all seduced by the impressive sensitivity of the CCD
forgetting that one needs massive sky-coverage as well. To fully appreciate this challenge one must
resort to calculation once again. We find (Disney & Lang 2012):

⎛ I ⎞
N̂ ∝ φ (L).⎜ L ⎟
⎝ Is ⎠

3/2

.[D 3t 1/2 ].{ΩQ 3/2 }

(2)

which gives the relative numbers N̂ of galaxies of Luminosity L and SB I that will be found with
a telescope (diameter D) using a detector of QE Q and solid angle Ω employing a dwell-time t per
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point. φ (L) is the Luminosity Function and I s the sky-brightness. To see how nearly impossible it
will be to escape from the VW on the dim side note that:

⎛I ⎞
t(dwell − time) ∝ ⎜ s ⎟
⎝I ⎠

3

Thus for a drop in SB I of 1 mag. t must be increased by 3 mag. To escape entirely out of the
Exponential Wigwam (FWHM 2.5m) we would need to increase t by 2.5×3m or a factor of 1000!
[N.B. The ‘grasp’ of the detector in this context is {ΩQ3/2} which means that a Schmidt plate is
slightly better than a CCD]. Thus CCD surveys with large telescopes – e.g. Dalcanton et al (1979),
Driver et al (2005) – failed to find HGs. We can now see why.
Even the alternative strategy of sitting on a single field and integrating practically forever is
frustrated by the expansion of the universe. Tolman (1930) long ago pointed out that apparent SB
diminishes dramatically with redshift as (1+z)-4, two factors of (1+z) being due to aberration, one to
time-dilatation, and one to photon weakening. Thus the dim giants one might have hoped to pick up
in a very deep cone will have been dimmed beyond detection by expansion which amounts to
10 log10 (1+ z) magnitudes − which is dramatic.
When we were building the first generation of cameras for HST cosmologists were adamant:
we wouldn’t see galaxies much beyond a redshift of 1 because the Tolman effect in an expanding
universe would dim everything below detectability. Imagine our consternation therefore when the
first deep HST frames contained hundreds of evidently very distant galaxies!
So what in heaven are we seeing when we look at the iconic Hubble Deep Field (HDF) −
which includes galaxies with z’s up to 7, and thus dimming by 9 magnitudes? Either the universe
has failed the Tolman Test (i.e. is not expanding) or one of two extraordinary hypotheses must be
true. Either galaxies at all redshifts have evolved their intrinsic SBs with z to fortuitously appear
near our local Wigwam peak, or HDF objects are intrinsically high SB galaxies, formerly too small
to be visible at any great distance ( i.e. lying in region B in Fig 1) but now aberrated into our
Wigwam by redshift. On many grounds (Disney& Lang 2012) aberration has to be the correct
explanation, but it is one that only those convinced of the VW could embrace, or even consider. A
glance at the HDF should raise a disturbing question in any astronomer’s mind: why have all its
galaxies, large or small, near or far, got the same SB, the very SB that would make them easiest to
see in HST orbit? Although that has been pointed out several times (e.g. Jones & Disney 1997) the
HDF community has stubbornly refused to grasp this nettle, perhaps because it completely
undermines their ambition to decode galaxy evolution. Why? Because the high redshift population
in the HDF cannot be the ancestors of galaxies nearby, but must be an entirely different population
of normally hidden compact HSB galaxies [they are physically tiny: e.g. Oesch et al 2010). In our
opinion the HDF demonstrates beyond question the existence of a large population of normally
hidden HSBGs, only dragged into visibility by redshift.
5 21- CENTIMETRE SURVEYS
In the optical the sky is broad-band but at 21 cm. our Galactic HI is only about 200 km s-1
wide, promising a relatively clear window to find galaxies at 300 km s-1 and beyond. This was the
motive for carrying out ambitious big-dish surveys for HGs at NRAO, Parkes, Jodrell Bank and
Arecibo with, it has to be admitted, very little success (Note 2 for HI references). There are, it turns
out, five problems with this approach, none entirely obvious:
(i)
Most cosmic Hydrogen may be in either the molecular (cold) or ionised (hot) forms,
neither of which emits 21 cm. The atomic form which does so is an intermediate and not necessarily
a prolific or easy-to detect population (Note 3 on possibly inert HI).
(ii)
HI atoms are feeble 21 cm. emitters the upper hyperfine level having a lifetime of 108
years. Its temperature hν/k is only 0.06 deg. K meaning it may be swamped by radio-receiver noise
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(≈ 20 deg. K) at low column densities unless long dwell-times per point are employed (hundreds or
thousands of seconds).
(iii)
Larger dishes have smaller beams (diffraction) so they project the same receiver-noise
onto a smaller patch of sky. So far as SB sensitivity [HI atoms cm-2 (km./sec)-1] is concerned this
extra artificial sky-noise exactly cancels their advantage in collecting area which means larger
dishes cannot get away with shorter dwell-times; not widely understood. (c.f. especially Arecibo).
(iv)
For the purposes of blind surveys small beams are bad news so big dishes must find
the majority of their sources further away (in proportion to dish diameter) so, for the purposes of
optical identification – where physical resolution is the vital parameter – they lose their advantage
of greater angular resolution.
(v)
Which leads to the last but fatal weakness of single-dish surveys in general. At almost
any distance their resolution is too poor to reliably identify HGs as such (Disney, Lang & Ott 2016).
Thanks to the dramatic clustering of galaxies dishes will nearly always find optically bright galaxies
at virtually the same position and redshift as the real source – be it optically visible or not. This was
not at all obvious in prospect, seducing us all into making large single-dish surveys not up to the job
of finding HGs.
Just why is clustering so fatal in this context? A dish will pin down a blind HI source to
within a cylinder Δθ×d in spatial diameter (Δθ is its angular resolution, d the distance) and H 0 .ΔV
the uncertainty in length (depth) i.e. in red-shift distance. This last is generally very large compared
to the cylinder diameter and more importantly comparable with the clustering scale r0 (i.e. Mpc.).
Thus if HGs are clustered with visible ones the ends of the cylinder will be practically empty and so
the visible objects in the cluster will appear to have much the same redshift as the actual source,
hidden or not.
The upshot of the Clustering calculation is a straightforward relation for the Ambiguity A of a
claimed identification where A is the number of spurious cluster galaxies lying within δθ ′ arc
mins. of a source at a distance of d (Mpc.):

⎛ qn ⎞
A = ⎜ ⎟ .d(Mpc.)6/5 .(δθ ′ )6/5
⎝ 22 ⎠

(3)

where n is the volume density of L* galaxies Mpc.-3 and q is the factor by which n should be
multiplied to take account of other galaxies beside L*’s with conventional SBs, that would be
admitted as identifications. For instance if the observer was willing to accept galaxies up to 3 mag.
fainter than L* as plausible IDs then, for a typical optical luminosity function q = 4, and if 4 mag. q
= 6. If we translate the offset d×δθ into kpc. we can see how this Ambiguity grows with offset in
Table 1:
TABLE 1 IDENTIFICATION AMBIGUITY WITH OFFSET
Offset(kpc.)
Ambiguity (q=1)
Ambiguity (q=6)
40
0.2
1.3
80
0.4
2.9
160
0.9
5
320
2
12
The reasonable expectation that we could use redshift and position as independent criteria in
the search for a correct optical identification turns out to be a complete illusion. It was all too easy
to make false identifications with bright cluster galaxies – which is what we all did. Thus the Parkes
HI Survey HIPASS (Stavely-Smith et al 1996) found 4000+ HI sources virtually all of which were
identified with bright optical objects (Doyle et al 2005). Such perfection should have been
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suspicious but it took years, and detailed calculations, for some of us to realize just how unreliable
so many of those identifications really were. Galaxy Visibility Theory at 21 cm. is almost as subtle,
almost as non-intuitive as it is in the optical (Disney et al 2016). It turns out that 21 cm. surveys can
only find HGs if they can pin down their source-positions to within 10 kpc. – a very tough ask
indeed.
Fortunately there are interferometers but to be effective for 21 cm. surveys they need
enormous computational ‘grunt’ to repeatedly cross-correlate signals coming from all their separate
voxcells (3 dim pixels) in the survey volume (RA×δ× redshift-depth). If one requires
simultaneously a large survey area, high spatial resolution, large survey depth and reasonable
velocity resolution one is looking to cross-correlate millions of voxcells tens of thousands of times a
second – a tall order, and impractical until recently. Without such ‘grunt’ interferometers had to
sacrifice either sensitivity ( dwell-time) or survey-depth, rendering them marginal for 21 cm. blind
surveys (e.g. Kovacs et al 2009). However improving digital technology is offering a way out of
this impasse (Sect.9).
6 QSOALS AND HIDDEN GALAXIES
If HGs exist in any numbers they should certainly leave their absorption lines on background
QSO spectra and of course QSOs exhibit 2 OOM times as many absorption lines as can be
accounted for by the conventional cross-sections of visible galaxies. Bahcall and Spitzer (1969)
therefore suggested that visible galaxies must have gigantic gaseous haloes 100 times the cross
sections of their visible extents, a suggestion which has stuck despite being almost entirely ad hoc.
The QSOALS community seem to believe in it because of two observations: for every QSOALS at
low enough redshift to detect its optical counterpart they do indeed find a large luminous galaxy
typically 150 kpc. away from the QSO sight-line; and they find an anti-correlation between
equivalent-width and impact parameter (Lanzetta et al 1999) . However both observations can be
better and more naturally explained by the HG hypothesis. Galaxy-clustering can undermine
attempts to make cross-correlations between one extragalactic source and some other. For such to
be reliable the two positions must coincide to within 10 kpc. at any distance. And yet QSOALS
observers are happy to identify giants up to 300 kpc. away as responsible. Such hypothetical giant
halos have median radii (~ 160 h-1 kpc.) suspiciously close to the expected (projected) distance from
any L* to the nearest cluster galaxy capable of causing galaxy-like absorption (see Table 1 row 3
col. 2 ). As for the anti-correlation there is, under clustering, a natural explanation – a QSO sightline passing through the inside of a Group will be, statistically speaking, closer to both the real dimor-dark absorber and to the nearest big visible giant chosen spuriously to be the absorber, than a
sight-line passing through the outer part of the Group (Linder 1999). Indeed the high noise observed
in the anti-correlation favours this cluster explanation.
So taking clustering into account, it seems likely that most QSOALS containing metals are
caused by foreground HGs which must, in consequence, occupy an area of sky two orders of
magnitude greater than visible galaxies.
7 WHERE ARE THE BRILLIANTS (HSBGs)?
We definitely know they exist because we see them in the HDF – magnified into our local
VW by redshift aberration.
By examining the spectra of bright starlike objects in the vicinity of nearby clusters Phillipps
et al. (1998 ) and others have shown that some are indeed Ultra- Compact-Dwarf-Galaxies. But
what about HSB giants?
At a given Luminosity a galaxy can only appear brilliant if it is physically compact. Thus a
giant disc at redshift 7 must suffer (1+z)4 or 9m of Tolman dimming. For it nevertheless to appear in
the HDF VW it must therefore be 4.5m or 60 times smaller in physical diameter than a galaxy of
similar luminosity and SB at low z ! And indeed studies of high z galaxies show them to be
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systematically very small (e.g. Oesche et al 2010) with apparent angular sizes ∝ (1+z)-1 which is
what one expects, taking aberration into account.
The problem for the optical observer on the look out for Brilliants near us is then dust
absorption. The m.f.p. for an escaping photon ∝ 1/nσ (n = particle density, σ cross-section) so that
squeezing a disc radially by a factor 60 reduces the m.f.p. by 602 ! So, with a normal amount of gas
and dust that means the apparent optical SB of such a Brilliant is reduced to a modest value (23 – 24
Bμ) completely disguising its real nature. In appearance it will be indistinguishable from a
multitude of small-diameter background galaxies. However its radiation must escape in the FIR so
surveys in that band should turn up some objects with anomalously high FIR/Opt. ratios and very
high internal velocities (v ∝ R-0.5).
In general dust introduces a new dimension to Visibility Theory and a new Visibility line Vτ
(to go with Vm and Vθ ). Fortuitously however the new line falls right on top of the high SB flank of
Vθ so the Visibility Wigwam retains both its shape and position( Disney & Lang 2012). Dust just
adds one more obstacle to finding HSBGs in the optical.
8 WEIGHING ALL THE EVIDENCE
So far this article may seem little more than a litany of excuses for why the hypothetical
hidden world hasn’t turned up already. In fact there is much circumstantial evidence in its favour –
as well as some against. To come to a sound conclusion about it either way we need an objective
mechanism for weighing all the contradictory evidence together. In this section we describe that
mechanism, then use it to argue that the Odds on HGs comfortably outnumbering visible ones is
about a million to 1.
Gamblers use Bayes’ Rule in the Odds form:

O(H | Ei ) = W (Ei | H ) × O(H )

to update their Odds on hypothesis H in the light of a new clue Ei ( “|” means ‘given’). With
enough clues cohering, convincing, even overwhelming Odds can be reached, as is the case here,
where we shall weigh 25 independent clues. W (Ei | H ) is the Weight we assign to each clue. In
practice it is a number which can take only one of 5 values; 4(‘strongly for H’); 2 (‘weakly for’); 1
(‘neutral’); ½ (‘weakly against’) and ¼ (‘strongly against’), a restriction imposed to ensure strong
Systematic Errors cannot carry the day either way (See Note 4 for “The Scientific Method and
Common Sense”).
Inference Table 2 shows this mechanism applied, clue by clue in chronological order to the
hypothesis H “Hidden galaxies comfortably outnumber visible ones.” The resultant balance of Odds
is shown in Col.7 with the outlook it led to at the time in Col. 8. Of course the Weights are my own,
but dissenting readers can supply alternatives; at least the mechanism is transparent.

INFERENCE TABLE 2: HIDDEN GALAXIES
1
Clue#

2
Date

3
Clue

4
W(E|H)

Prior

5
O(H|E)
−5

1

1975

Theory I

2

1978

Off-beams

3

1983

Theory II

22
2 −2
22

2
2 −3
2 −5
2 −3

6+

2±
2 ±1

“

Q

/2

7+
O(corectd)

8
Status
Sceptical

2 −3
2 −4
2 −2

Doubt
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Doubt

12
4

1984

QSOALs

5

1985

SB/colour

6

1987

Fornax

2

7

1987

Cr. Giant

8

1990

(2) explnd

9

1993

SB/latitude

10

1994

ESO gals

11

1995

Impey

22
22
22
22

2

12*

1995

Gnt. Halos

13

1997

Centaurus

2 −2

2

14*

1997

Arecibo

15

1998

Compacts

16

1999

SB flucts

17

2002

Sloan DSS

18

2002

Millenium

19*

2005

HIPASS

20

2005

Starcounts

21

2007

DG Virgo
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There is no space here to discuss every clue but we will summarize main classes of evidence and
concentrate on the most contentious, hoping to persuade that our combined Weights make broad
sense:
• Being sceptics we start with Prior Odds against H of 32 to 1.
• Clues 1,3,5,6,9,10,15 are different optically- selected samples of galaxies whose measured
SBs fit the Visibility Wigwam too well to be coincidences.(See Disney 1999 for details)
• Clues 4, 12, 24 concern QSOALS and their interpretation.(Sect 6)
• Clues 2, 14, 19 all refer to blind HI surveys which signally failed to find HGs, but whose
fallibilities we have discussed. For instance 14 ingeniously employed Arecibo when it was parked
at the zenith for several years (Zwaan et al, 1997). Alas something must have gone wildly wrong
because it was less sensitive than the much smaller VLA in snapshot mode. However, provided one
is highly conservative in making optical identifications (which most are not) blind HI surveys can
turn up highly suggestive results. For instance Fig 3 shows a selection of the likely optical
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counterparts of just such a conservative survey (Garcia- Appadoo et al. 2009 ) imaged by Dalcanton
et al using Sloan survey data. The dim giants bottom right all have more HI than the Milky Way,
while many others are so dim and inchoate as to be barely recognizable as galaxies. The dimmest
are so HI-rich ( M HI / LB > 5 solar units) and so blue [(B-V) < 0.5] that they must shortly fade
completely from sight. But if so where then in the other blind HI surveys are their totally invisible
remnants and their presumably dark predecessors? On their own these “Inchoate Objects”, as we
call them – ( see Giovenelli & Haynes 1989, for the prototype) − argue that the optical
identification programs for most published HI surveys must be seriously unreliable.
• Unfavourable clues 17,18 and 20 refer to CCD surveys which failed to turn up LSBGs, a
failure we explained in 4. But it is very suggestive that using star-counts alone a few extremely dim
(30 Bμ) Dwarf Spheroidals turn up in the SDSS data (e.g. Koposov et al. 2015).
Table 2 reflects the tangled history of an hypothesis over 40 years in which our own
attitude towards it has swung wildly between negative despair and positive conviction. The real key
to it is Clue 24 where, due to clustering, the unreliability of so many optical identifications was
finally recognised. Thereafter the most unfavourable early clues (asterisked) could be set to rights.
With that correction our Odds on HGs as the predominant population rises to about a million to 1,
having started from 32 to 1 against.

Fig 3. A selection of optical counterparts to HI sources found in a blind survey at Parkes
(Garcia-Appadoo et al 2009) where the optical identifications have been extra-conservative
i.e. if there was any doubt about them they were thrown out. Note how varied they are. The
6 galaxies bottom right all contain more HI than the Milky Way yet look at their wide range
in SB. The extremely low SB objects in the top 3 rows are what we call “Inchoates”
because of their inchoate optical appearance. These images were obtained by Dalcanton &
West (2005) from SDSS data.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
Living under a sky 104 times brighter than intergalactic space we must accept that much of the
universe will be hidden from casual sight. Nevertheless there is overwhelming circumstantial
evidence that there must be more Hidden Galaxies than visible ones, the strongest clues being:
(i)
Far too many samples of galaxies have SBs which fit perfectly inside the Visibility
Wigwam for that to be a coincidence.
(ii)
Given redshift dimming the uniformity of apparent SB seen across the Hubble Deep
Field can only be explained by the existence of a plentiful population of high SB galaxies
(‘Brilliants’).
(iii)
QSOs contain two OOM more absorption systems than can be accounted for by the
conventional cross sections of visible galaxies alone.
(iv)
The existence of “Inchoate Galaxies” implies that there must exist a healthy
complement of their truly invisible ancestors and/or successors.
(v)
The existence of a small number of galaxies (like Bothun 1 & Segue 1) which have
turned up either by accident, or through special circumstances (e.g. star-counts) whose SBs cover
the range from 12Bμ to 28Bμ , wildly outside the SB selection Wigwam.
(vi)
The otherwise puzzling phenomenon of ‘downsizing’ in which it would appear that
dwarf galaxies formed last (Cowie et al 1996).(Easily explained as unreal, but the natural outcome
of SB-selection combined with Tolman dimming – see (Disney & Lang 2012).
(vii)
The Re-ionisation of the Universe which almost certainly demands a far larger
population of galaxies than we presently acknowledge (e.g. Robertson et al 2010).
(viii)
The contentious Extra-Galactic Background Light or EBL (see Mattilla & Valsainen
2019 for a recent review.)
If this Hidden Universe was going to be anything less than fiendishly difficult to find it would
have long since turned up by accident. It is as well to recognize that where there is so much at stake
and where the evidence is so conflicted, philosophical considerations can’t help but play a role.
First is the wholly unintuitive nature of the Visibility Wigwam, which means most of us disbelieve
it – until we trouble to reproduce the calculation for ourselves. Second is that fallacy of Popperist
philosophy – which implies, to some, that the falsification of an hypothesis is more reliable than its
corroboration. This is nonsense (Duhem 19th century) because both rely on a chain of argument, any
link of which may be unsound, not only the hypothesis under test. That has helped unreliable optical
identifications all too often to carry the day. Third comes in selecting the null hypothesis which best
fits Ockham’s Razor here (see below).
So how might the Hidden Universe be brought into plain view? On the LSB side the photonnoise problem is so intractable (Sect 4) that we find it difficult to believe that direct optical surveys
will do much more than nibble away at the dim flank of the Wigwam. And nibbling won’t be very
enlightening. When we have detectors the size of Schmidt plates with the sensitivity and storage
capacity of CCDs something might be done but it sounds like very hard work. Surely there is a
more ingenious way?
What conventional optical telescopes cannot do is both find largish LSB candidates and then
dwell on them for long enough to make deep measurements. There has to be a two-stage process in
which promising candidates are first located by non-optical means and then dwelt upon optically for
long enough to dig their dim optical signal out of the sky (viz Bothun 1). For instance we have used
the up-rated VLA to look at 17 strong HIPASS 21 cm. sources where we had good reasons to
suspect that the published optical identifications were unreliable. Sure enough the VLA, with its
much better resolution, found cases where the HI signal was coming from somewhere quite else,
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and when we looked at those VLA positions with a CCD on the WHT we found mysterious objects
which, by any standards belong to the Hidden World. We emphasise that this was only a pilot study
employing low priority time not otherwise assigned to ‘proper observing’. But the results were
sufficiently exciting [see Fig 4 and Disney, Lang & Ott (2016)] to demonstrate that a systematic
program along the same lines demanding two hundred hours of VLA time would certainly fish up
dozens, and possibly hundreds of denizens of the hidden world. An alternative would be to use low
redshift QSOALS (z < 0.07) as the locators, then follow them up with interferometers to
demonstrate that they are other than the hypothetical halos of far off giant visible galaxies. (e.g.
Tripp 2008). But the watchword has to be sufficient physical resolution (10 kpc.) to rule out
clustering confusions.
When in doubt we scientists usually appeal to Ockham”s Razor (Parsimony). Surely the most
parsimonious hypothesis here is “Since galaxies are found through every Surface Brightness
window where they could be detected (with some few turning up by accident wildly outside) it is
most parsimonious to assume that “Galaxies populate the entire SB range from 13 Bμ to 30 Bμ.−a
factor of a million”.

Line

Cont
Cont

Fig 4 An HI contour map taken with the upgraded VLA showing a massive HI source [2×109 solar masses of HI] unassociated with any obvious optical counterpart. It is projected onto the sky survey. The HIPASS survey, which
originally found this source 0039+03, incorrectly identified it with the bright early-type optical galaxy 3 arc min SSW
which has almost the same optical velocity (5290 km s-1). This illustrates how easy it is for single-dish HI surveys to
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misidentify HI signals with bright optical galaxies and so discount Hidden galaxies A 4 mag. deeper image of the field
taken with the WHT shows only tiny scraps of optical emission associated with the HI. The visible galaxy superposed
on the upper lobe is background (redshift). Another candidate with M(HI)/L(B) > 100 in solar units like this can be seen
in Disney, Lang & Ott (2016).

NOTES
1 NOTE 1: Visibility theory has advanced in a series of halting steps, driven by the development
of detector technology. Disney (1976) first developed Angular-Size Visibility, which was
adequate for discussing the large angular-size galaxies found on photographic plates. But for
smaller galaxies it was realized that Magnitude Visibility was also important and the full
Wigwam first appeared (Disney and Phillipps 1983). But later as linear CCD’s superseded plates
there was need for a full theory taking both photon-noise and Tolman-dimming into account and
which would apply both in Space and on the ground. In the effort to detect LSBGs, HSBGs and
dust-absorption got largely forgotten. All these effects came together in Disney & Lang (2012),
especially Sects 3 and 4. Others who have discussed the theory include Ellis G F R et al (1984),
van der Kruit (1987), and McGaugh (1999) while Allen & Shu (1979) got it spectacularly
wrong.
NOTE 2 Blind HI surveys make extravagant demands on large radio-dishes which observers have
sought to bypass using ingenuity instead. Thus Shostak (1977) analysed the discarded data from
the NRAO 300-foot off-beams but failed to find HGs through contemporary inadequacies in
receiver sensitivity, correlator band-with and angular- resolution. Zwaan et al (1997) tried to use
the Arecibo dish while it was parked at the zenith to make a very sensitive survey of a narrow
strip as it passed overhead every 24 hours. The very great sensitivity it should have had never
materialised and that, together with poor resolution means that its strong claim that HGs didn’t
exist was not credible. Parkes (Stavely-Smith et al 1996) and Jodrell-Bank (Lang et al 2003)
built multi-beam receivers with powerful correlators and Arecibo (Giovanelli et al 2005)
followed suit. They were a thousand times more powerful than their predecessors for blind
surveys but possessed insufficient resolution to make reliable optical identifications and thus to
find HGs on their own [But see Minchin et al (2007) for Virgo HI 21 which we still believe is a
strong candidate to be a dark galaxy]. A very deep search (10,000 sec/pointing) was attempted in
a small area using the Parkes Multi-beam (Minchin et al 2003). Many faint sources were indeed
found but identifying HGs was again frustrated by inadequate angular resolution. Some
interferometer surveys for blind HI were attempted (e.g. Kovacs 2009) but they generally lacked
the computing ‘grunt ’to reach persuasive conclusions about the existence, or otherwise, of HGs.
NOTE 3. Exciting the upper 21-cm. level in diffuse HI clouds is non-trivial. Collisions may be
too infrequent so excitation by passing Ly-alpha photons is usually invoked [The BarkhausenField Effect, see nrao. notes on radio astronomy on line]. But what if Ly-alpha photons are rare,
as they might be in regions lacking star-formation? Then the HI might become inert or “frozen”,
undetectable at 21 cm. – see Watson & Deguchi (1984) and Disney & Minchin (2002). This is
too often forgotten; there might be far more cosmic HI about than we see in emission.
NOTE 4 The strongly conflicting nature of the evidence both for and against HGs forced us to
confront the much wider philosophical question of how conflicting evidence should be discussed
within the Scientific Method in general. This led to some wide-ranging conclusions which are
summarized in “The Scientific Method and Common Sense” [which can be downloaded from
Disney 2019A] and which are discussed at length in “Thinking for Ourselves” (Disney M.J.
2019B),
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